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Here is the deranged mimic of a higher order, or, in your alcoholic 
case file, sir, a higher power it is to be called. Christ. In the course 
of Our work’s task, We became aware of information about those 
freaks. Oh, they’re real, all right, but I never laid mine eyes on one 
directly. For purposes of story, we learned about misplaced glory, 
you see. No big deal. Until the end of the world. Here, my alter ego 
represented by cartoon illustrations deflects a blast with the help 
of aforementioned higher order soon after I let the horse go free 
‘cause the desert had changed to sea.  The action was automatic 
and seemed preordained and imaginary. A reflection of a larger 
exchange of information watered down and conflated by Our 
human gullibilities, misperceptions, and expectations. 

The thespians send the thespians, the lesser lessor  lookalikes and 
indirect lookyloos. Cappy Alexendar sends the old-timers, but only 
a few old enough to have been in the War, and rarely with those. 
The majority of the old-timers predate to the Koreas. Cappy knows 
them, but he was only a strapping lad of sixteen and a half when 
that police action ended in a tie with the tiebreaker yet to come 
some fifty years later! The loos? The loots? Well, they sometimes 
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control the thespians of the thespians, but in Louie’s case, mostly 
lesbians so that I strike out at the main sports’ bar on a Friday 
after a hard workin week! His own adopted stepdaughter, for 
Chrissake! I don’t go to ANY bars, sir! Ha ha, you lose!

Um. This is  different Louie in its entirety. Kind of a confabulation of 
all the Louies doin’ the sacred duty, but a real person who 
sometimes, rarely, crosses my path. Last time We saw this  
particular manifestation of halfwit of a half-brother who is in the 
army...a greeter at Walmart, I think. Not counting the many times 
he glided into a parking space at the Dollah and a Cawta store to 
time his entry with Ours. To let us know he is still on the case 
despite the communist occupation of Europe as of this writing. 
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The addled old fuck is still confused about that. And his gay 
church is changing it back to God’s law as they interpret it. Much 
like they read the Constitution which is not meant to be interpreted 
at all. It is straightforward and surprisingly plainspoken to this day, 
sirs. It is not a religious document at all! It is exclusively based on 
the notions that philosophers of ancient Greece had about what 
constitutes an ideal republic. But that doesn’t mean I’m a member 
at all of the man boy love ass., unlike Souder, who is a card-
carrying and charter member after his aborted stint of sacred duty 
in the Koreas! Good God!
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True story:

Soon after Our honorable discharge from the USN as a first rate 
Semen, I roomed with some local lads right here in my adopted 
hometown of Auburn, NY. And I want to set the record straight, 
because they, old-timers like Us now, yet talk about a dastardly 
deed--that never happened! They still hold it against me. Some 
guy named Scott, not the Hollywood/naval ilk Scott who came 
decades later,  told me to sell a comic book for him at the long 
closed Kim’s Comics. I was selling some of Our books, and We 
told Scott that We would also sell The Killing Joke. He caught Us 
eating his girlfriend’s pussy, and the albino freak turned on Us. 
Said We stole it! We gave up explaining this to the police years 
past, but they still hold the supposed theft against Us!
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It is all very sad, and oh, so true, what Louie will do to distract 
people from his incompetence in allowing the communists to 
occupy Europe after he promised he would not allow it. He no 
longer has permission to suck Our cock at the Legion, the drip!

Just moved into my house the other day. Moving was hard, but I 
straightened it away.
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Yes, We said it with a flourish and a giggle, all completely 
permissible by Our Constitution, sirs and sirrahs.
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